1960

Advise and Consent
by Allen Drury [FIC DRURY]
The Listener
by Taylor Caldwell [FIC CALDWELL]
The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich
by William L. Shirer (943.086 SHI)

1961

The Agony and the Ecstasy
by Irving Stone [FIC STONE]
Franny and Zooey
by J.D. Salinger [FIC SALINGER]
To Kill a Mockingbird
by Harper Lee [FIC LEE]
Winter of Our Discontent
by John Steinbeck [FIC STEINBECK]

1962

Dearly Beloved
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh [FIC LINDBERGH]
The Reivers
by William Faulkner [FIC FAULKNER]
Travels with Charley
by John Steinbeck [FIC STEINBECK]

1963

The Group
by Mary McCarthy [FIC MCCARTHY]
Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters
by J.D. Salinger [FIC SALINGER]
Caravans
by James Michener [FIC MICHENER]
The Glass-Blowers
by Daphne Du Maurier [FIC DUMAURIER]
Profiles in Courage
by John F. Kennedy (J 920 KEN)
Battle of Villa Fiorita
by Rumer Godden [FIC GODDEN]

1964

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold
by John LeCarre [FIC LECARRE]
Herzog
by Saul Bellow [FIC BELLOW]

You Only Live Twice
by Ian Fleming [M FLEMING]
This Rough Magic
by Mary Stewart [FIC STEWART]
A Moveable Feast
by Ernest Hemingway [B HEMINGWAY]

1965

The Source
by James Michener [FIC MICHENER]
Those Who Love
by Irving Stone [FIC STONE]
Airs Above the Ground
by Mary Stewart [FIC STEWART]

1966

The Fixer
by Bernard Malamud [FIC MALAMUD]
All in the Family
by Edwin O’Connor [FIC O’CONNOR]
In Cold Blood
by Truman Capote (364.1523 CAP)

1967

The Confessions of Nat Turner
by William Styron [FIC STYRON]
The Chosen
by Chaim Potok [FIC POTOK]
Christy
by Catherine Marshall [FIC MARSHALL]
The Eighth Day
by Thornton Wilder [FIC WILDER]
Rosemary’s Baby
by Ira Levin [PB LEVIN]

1968

Couples
by John Updike [FIC UPDIKE]
True Grit
by Clinton Portis [FIC PORTIS]

1969

Portnoy’s Complaint
by Philip Roth [FIC ROTH]
The Godfather
by Mario Puzo [FIC PUZO]
The Andromeda Strain
by Michael Crichton [FIC CRICHTON]
The Promise
by Chaim Potok [FIC POTOK]
The House on the Strand
by Daphne Du Maurier [FIC DUMAURIER]

All these titles are available at the
Thomas Ford Memorial Library
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